
Brother Wendelin won’t be able to sell any books and periodicals of the Congregation, 
and he will have to inject additional funds as well. […] You must first become known in 
this big country through newspaper advertisements and other such means; otherwise 
you won’t achieve anything. Once people know that your Congregation exists here, 
you can begin gradually to develop your very praiseworthy activity. – Brother Wendelin, 
who at the end of this week will have been living with me for two months, is beginning 
to grasp what I am saying here.- One or two Fathers could help here and there in 
parish work on Sundays, and earn almost enough to pay for the setting up of a small 
house.- I am very willing to go hand in hand with you for the sake of good Christian 
brotherhood” (J. Alt, ed., transl. Robert Pung SVD and Peter Spring, Arnold Janssen SVD, Letters to the 
United States of  America,  Steyler Verlag Nettetal, 1998, p. 3, footnote 1)    

December 31 – Fr. Arnold writes to Br. Wendelin
The first thing  Br. Wendelin should do is to thank 

Bishop Wigger for his willingness to accept the SVD into 
his diocese. “What he [the Bishop] has communicated to 
you is valuable when the time comes to make a definite 
decision as to an eventual foundation. This time has not 
yet come. I cannot send a priest before Fall, and to tell 
you the truth, I am still thinking the whole matter over” 
(ibid., p. 468).

JANUARY  1896 – Steyl – USA

On January 7, the General council in Steyl decided 
unanimously to send Br. Homobonus to the USA and 
secondly that a place for priests should be looked for 
(ibid. p. 4, footnote 2).
On January 17, Fr. Arnold 

informed Br. Wendelin that 
for lack of a priest at this time, Br. Homobonus, Jo-
sef Stiller, would join him “to share your labors and 
concerns.”…”You will have to rent a small number of 
rooms; I think two or three would be sufficient for both 
of you, one as a dining-living room, parlor and bedroom, 
as it is the practice in Vienna and Berlin, and the rest 
as kitchen and workroom. The lease could begin in 
early March or April… Choose the place which seems 
most suitable, bearing in mind such considerations as 
its proximity to a church with a good German confessor 
and a location from which things can be sent without too 
much difficulty” (ibid., pp. 3-4).   

             Br. Homobonus, Josef Stiller
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OCTOBER  1895  —  October 15 – Br. Wendelin Meyer arrives in New York

On this day Br. Wendelin stepped onto North American soil in New York. Thanks to 
a letter of recommendation by the superior of the Poor Sisters of St. Francis in Aachen 
to the Sisters of her congregation in New York, he could stay in the hospital  of the 
sisters. One of his tasks was to disseminate the Steyl magazines; however, he realized 
that his attempt to sell the St. Michael’s Almanac to German migrants would meet 
great difficulties. The reason was a footnote of the Steyl based editor to an article 
about a German priest from Westphalia in the state of Pensylvania. In a previously 
sparsely populated area he had built a church, a school and a presbytery, and that 
drew many dispersed living German and Irish Catholics to this area and the town 
of Wilkesbarre was born. Walking through his garden as an old priest he saw some 
small flowers “Marienblümchen” in German, “little flowers of our Lady” - marigolds 
in English, and they reminded him of his Westphalian home, and he said to himself: 

“Now you look at me so  bright-eyed, so fresh and piously.” “But how hollow-eyed, how 
rude and how estranged from God one or other of our immigrated country men looks 
at us, so that we could be scared of him.” The editor commented on this sentence in 
a footnote: “It is known that in earlier times among the emigrants to North America 
there were some who had made life impossible for themselves here in the old Europe  
or whose families wanted to get rid of them; however, over the last decades that 
hasn’t been the case anymore to that extent” (Friedrich Wilhelm Grimme, “Der Herr wird sorgen” 
[The Lord will take care], St. Michael’s Almanac, Steyl, 1896, p. 102). It was this sentence which 
seemed to make the sale of the Almanac to German immigrants impossible.

October 26 – Br. Wendelin writes to Fr. Arnold

In this letter Br. Wendelin tells Fr. Arnold about his visit with Bishop Wigger of 
Newark. The Bishop “was personally acquainted with Fr. Arnold and readily gave 
permission for the establishment of a publications’ center in his diocese” (Bornemann, 
transl. John Vogelgesang, Arnold Janssen, Manila, 1975, p. 316). Furthermore, the bishop wrote 
letters “to parish priest Fr. Wahl in [New] Jersey and to Fr. Hofschneider in Hoboken 
in which he asked them to help me find a suitable place for a foundation. […]   
Fr. Hofschneider has already offered hospitality to our priests when they come, and 
both the good sisters here [St. Mary’s Hospital] and in Hoboken would be happy to put 
them up for some time” (Jos. Alt, transl. Frank Mansfield, Jacqueline Mulberge, Journey in Faith, p. 607).

Br. Wendelin Meyer



Br. Wendelin also mentioned the difficulties to be expected regarding the sale of 
the Almanac. To Fr. Blum he wrote on October 30: “So I do not have to sell any more 
1896 St. Michael’s Almanacs?” (ibid. p. 608, footnote 546).

Br. Wendelin finds a new home
At the end of October Br. Wendelin moved into the parish house of Fr. Hofschneider, 

the pastor of the German community in Hoboken, New Jersey “across the Hudson 
River from New York.” “Though the study of English was still his main concern, he, 
being a trained elementary school teacher, also became a part-time teacher in a poor 
German elementary school, and got to know the country and its people. He also went 
out on occasional short trips. Then through the Leo House and the German Kolping 
Society, he made his first major contacts in Greater New York and was satisfied with 
the results. …He soon succeeded in organizing a group of dedicated supporters like 
those in Steyl to help him with the distribution of the magazines” (Bornemann, transl. John 
Vogelgesang, Arnold Janssen, Manila 1975, p. 316).

NOVEMBER  1895 — Mission in Europe – Retreat in Steyl
In 1895 retreats were again offered in Steyl, in St. Michael’s mission house for 

men and in the convent of the Missionary Sisters for women. In St. Michael’s  221 
priests had participated as well as 220 teachers, 131 students and 798 further 
German laymen. 109 men, among them 9 Belgian teachers, took part in the Dutch 
retreat for laymen. In the Sisters’ convent 592 women, among them 31 teachers, 
made their retreat. 

“May the seed which was sown in this way, bear rich fruit not only for the participants, 
but also for many Catholic parishes, schools and families. There is probably no more 
effective means for the renewal of the Christian spirit here and there (“Kleiner Herz-Jesu-
Bote” [Little Messenger of the Sacred Heart], 23, No. 2, November 1895). 

November 4 – Statistics
On this day Fr. Blum compiled the statistics for St. Michael’s and the Sisters’ 

convent:    30 priests
  248 Brothers
  310 High School students
       75 Missionary Sisters
  663 persons

November 12/13 1895
The four Steyl Missionary Sisters left Buenos Aires by ship and arrived on 

November 12, twelve hours behind schedule, in Diamante. There they were 
welcomed by a guard of honour of about 70 riders, mounted on the most beautiful 
race horses. They surrounded the carriage of the sisters and accompanied them 
to Marienthal where their little convent was. As Fr. Grüter SVD, the parish priest 
of Marienthal wrote, Diamante had no religious sisters and was a bit affected by 
liberalism. “Therefore I let the riders on their beautiful horses pass through the 
main street of Diamante, followed by about 20 cars with the noble people of the 

town…. I hope it was an inspiration 
for the residents of Diamante, where 
Christianity is pretty much held in 
contempt or misunderstood.”

It was dark when, an hour after 
leaving Diamante, the sisters arrived 
in the village of Marienthal. So they 
were met with lanterns. Greeted by 
continuous gun salutes they finally 
reached the gate in the wall around the 
church and convent, where the waiting 
SVD Superior Fr. Becher greeted them. 
The sisters went immediately into the 
church which quickly was filled with 
the faithful “ (Kleiner Herz-Jesu-Bote” [Little 
Messenger of the Sacred Heart], 23, No. 5, 
February 1896).

The next morning, November 13, Fr. 
Becher celebrated Holy Mass in the 
small convent chapel. 

The very same day, Miss Strassner, 
entered the sisters’ convent as 

a postulant. She later became the first Argentinian Holy Spirit Missionary 
Sister.                                                                                                                                                    

November 30 – Heilig Kreuz (Holy Cross) Mission house – Neisse (Nyssa)
On this day the new big mission house chapel was blessed. It could seat about                   

600 persons.
At that time the mission house numbered around 95 high school students, 11 

priests and 43 Brothers. “Even though the day of the blessing had not been published 
and no invitations had been sent out, a big number of lay people was present. The 
following Sunday, however, so many visitors arrived for holy Mass in the new chapel 
that every place was filled by them and the residents of the house (“Kleiner Herz-Jesu-
Bote” [Little Messenger of the Sacred Heart], 23, No. 4, January 1896). 

DECEMBER  1895  –  December 25  Fr. Hofschneider writes to Fr. Arnold

“Since you asked me my view regarding the foundation of an American 
establishment of your Society, I have given thought to the matter. It is not advisable 
for you to buy something now. […] Our Bishop and I are of the view that you should 
first rent a house with a garden for a few months or for an unspecified period and 
set up house, and then, once you have sufficiently found your bearings, purchase 
something. Moreover, Brother Wendelin won’t be able to cope on his own. […] You 
must necessarily establish a small house at first, as suggested  here, otherwise 
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